
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surf Life Saving New Zealand – Eastern Region  

2 Boeing Place, Mount Maunganui 3116. PO Box 4667, Mt Maunganui 3149.  www.surflifesaving.org.nz 

Bay of Plenty Lifesaving Committee Meeting 

Minutes 

Date: 12th February 2019 

Location: Maketu Surf Life Saving Club 

Time: 1830 

Attendees: Boyd Harris (Chair), Haven Bellamy, John Gibson, Kathryn Stewart, Hamish McKenzie (phoned in), 

Chase Cahalane, Chaz Gibbons-Campbell, Talia Comp, Mike Hickson, Dani Shepherd 

Apologies: Shaun Smith, Stu Lowth, Kent Jarman 

 

1. Welcome 

B. Harris welcomed the BOPLC to Maketu.  

 

2. Club patrol update / summer to date report 

Papamoa, Mount and Maketu submitted their reports.  

 

Papamoa – Papamoa have reported that overall the season has been going well in terms of patrolling. 

Papamoa have dropped to 5 patrols which seems to be working well.  

The dates with the Maketu support clashed with sporting events, so this didn’t work. A few members 

from Papamoa have attended Maketu patrols.  

Papamoa POM was in late and needed chasing the day before this started.  

PAM is an ongoing work in progress for data entry.  

Papamoa reported that here are a few Surf Lifeguard Award Instructors coming through.  

There were issues surrounding vehicles preseason which have been sorted. 

 

Omanu – Omanu reported that there have been a good turn out to patrols and that they are running 6 

patrols with 18 – 20 attending each patrol.  

There was trouble with buy in from guards to go to Maketu. There were a few that did attend.  

Data entry into CRM with patrol paperwork has been an issue – this is mainly due to them being in draft 

mode.  

The club has been allocating each patrol $30 per day for food etc to thank guards. 

The club has been running full weekend patrols, scenarios have been encouraged for the junior members 

to take charge and learn in these situations. 

There have been 10 IRB crew & 2 drivers go through and another IRB crew group to go through. 

 

Opotiki – There are two patrols with 6 – 9 people on each. This is dependent on events/comps. 

Whakatane have had to support Opotiki on two occasions. Numbers are slowly on the increase, but 

retention is still an issue.  



Competition is on the rise and it would be good to tap into some coaches from other clubs to come down 

and give some tips to the athletes.  

Opotiki is building a better relationship with Whakatane.  

Opotiki is getting their club members to tap into their workplaces and schools to encourage recruitment. 

6 new Surf lifeguard award trainees and 4 Patrol Support. 

Opotiki expressed their desire for the BOP Long haul to start at Opotiki.  

 

Maketu – Maketu reported that their lifeguarding season has not been great. However, there are a lot 

more nippers, about 45 – 50. There is one person training with Omanu to get their Surf Lifeguard Award. 

C. Cahalane discussed the letter from Maketu. There currently is very little buy in from other Clubs to 

send lifeguards to Maketu to patrol. Clubs say they will support Maketu and then don’t follow through for 

various reasons. Going forward T. Comp, C. Cahalane and the Club need to engage really early to find a 

solution for next season as the patrol support hasn’t been working over the last two seasons. D. Shepherd 

stated that Mount has more commitments for their own club in terms of the club and patrolling Tay 

Street. Clubs want to support Maketu however they are having their own issues. M. Hickson stated that 

the club support is great but not a long term solution. There is a pretty good relationship with the Marae 

that could be utilised. 

T. Comp to reconnect with the Club to come up with some ideas for the club going forward.  

 

Mount Maunganui – There have been issues with the rebuild – no toilets etc however patrol numbers 

haven’t been effected. Mount Maunganui’s troublesome patrol has still be troublesome and the club had 

to intervene.  

There has been a hold put on the IRB development etc until the club is finished. There is an IRB crew 

weekend going through this weekend and driver training will going through in winter.  

Tay Street has gone well, and good collaboration with Omanu on this.  

 

Pukehina – Pukehina reported that their season so far has been positive. They stated there has been 

good retention and an increase in people wanting to become qualified Surf Lifeguards. This year’s focus 

was the year of the master and IRB.  

Pukehina has had 5 IRB drivers go through their award and 5 more ready to go.  

A lot of 16 year olds have left, but those that have stuck around have upped their hours.  

Junior Surf numbers have dropped.  

There are a good number of masters.  

Club Administrator hasn’t turned up so B. Harris has had to enter the Patrol Captains forms etc.  

 

Tay Street – Tay Street went really well this season. Quality of Eastern Region staff was fantastic, this took 

the stress off the volunteers. Tay Street ended up being extended from both Omanu & Mount. There is an 

interest to extend this due to the current weather and surf conditions.  

 

3. Lifesaving Manager Report  

RWC – operated on an ad hoc basis as it is still being trialled. The RWC has operated for about 20 days to 

date between volunteer and RLS. RWC has been used at some sporting events as well as external events. 

The 3 days it went to Whakatane, the conditions weren’t great so it wasn’t engaged with properly. 

Eastern Region doesn’t have the capacity to run any trainings this season for more operators. Expression 

of interest will go out for people to begin training in June. Next season RWCs should be available to clubs 

to apply for. Ideally, there will be another RWC next season, funding dependant. Opotiki is interested in a 

training day with the RWC. 

 

Radio Network – No progress to report at this stage. Radio Network upgrades will be going forward 

utilising Rena Funds. There will be three repeaters – Athenree, Whale Island & Town Point. 

Coromandel & Bay of Plenty will be split into two talk groups. Clubs need to identify what channels they 

need in addition to the SLS network and line of sight (simplex) channels in order to pre-set them into the 



clubs radios. GPS tracking currently works, but this is only visible on one computer at Eastern Region 

offices.  

 

Callout Squads – Whakatane & Pukehina are keen to get up and going. The Bay needs to be reviewed in 

terms of area callout squads. We need one person from each area to champion the development of these 

area callout squads. 

 

Roaming patrols – there has been an inconsistent approach to roaming. There have been complaints 

from members of the public. Roams need to be better outlined in the POM by each Club as to what they 

will do and what they will aim to do.  

 

LSAs & POMs – This was a very frustrating time for the clubs as the POMs weren’t ready at a National 

level. A national review committee has been appointed to review the POM and trial and implement 

changes over the next two years. This Committee is led by Chaz with Boyd and Chase also contributing.  

 

CCTV - opportunity at Mount Main Beach for surveillance which has the opportunity to extend out to the 

rest of the beaches. This is live and monitored. Maketu is also getting a live stream as is Pukehina.  

 

4. Regional lifeguard report 

This is still in a draft. C. Cahalane to get club feedback on RLS season.  

 

5. Awards of Excellence templates 

Reminder that this is coming up. Print template on A3 for next meeting to review. 

 

6. Patrol Assistance programme 

Patrol relief group established at the start of the season to provide assistance to clubs that are short. This 

is managed by two members of the LLC via a Facebook group.  

 

7. Junior surf / Rookie lifeguard programme 

B. Harris wants to know how clubs manage Junior Surf. How do clubs convert Rookies into Lifeguards? 

Opotiki has employed a Lifeguard Manager to look after this. Lia does all trainings with Surf Lifeguard 

Award candidates and Junior Surf/Rookies. She does relationship management as well. Omanu doesn’t 

have a successful Rookie Programme, the pressure always falls on the same people.  

Rookie Champs will be held in April at Waihi.  

 

There was an idea of the LLC mentoring some Rookies, but this has often fallen off.  

 

8. National Lifesaving Committee Report 

D. Shepherd stated that the last NLC meeting was in November 2018. The work plan changed Nationally 

so that changed the focus of the NLC. There is a full weekend meeting in March to go through the new 

strategies.  

C. Cahalane stated that a reworked lifesaving strategy is being developed, the staff have put their 

feedback into this and next it will go to the NLC then out to the LLCs and Clubs for consultation.  

 

9. Patrol Audit Update 

H. Bellamy stated the audits have been going well. There were issues at the start of the season due to not 

having the audit forms.  Issues include some clubs aren’t sure what radio channels to use with a boat in 

distress and a lot of members aren’t quick with their first aid answers. Opotiki is still missing their printed 

POM, they didn’t have their oxygen set up and didn’t have a radio on them on flags once. Larger Surf 

Lifeguard shirts and shorts are hard to come by and the shorts don’t fit. There are a few more auditors 

being trained up for next season. 

 



10. Any other business 

Toi Ohomai have sent out a survey to all surf clubs to engage with.  


